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THE 52 CARD SHUFFLE (AMONG OTHER THINGS)
Riley Lamont
An Important Problem
An out-shuffle begins by splitting a deck into two equal (or almost equal) halves
- if the deck is odd, the extra card is in the top. We then proceed to perfectly
interlace the cards, such that the top card in the top half of the deck stays there,
followed by the top card from the bottom half of the deck, and so on. If we had a
deck of 52 cards, with cards beginning in positions numbered 0 through 51, we
would split the deck like so:
Then, one out-shuffle would look like this:
Now, notice the highlighted red card has moved to position 2. If we perform
another out-shuffle, the card moves to position 4:
Now, it appears that the position of the card is doubling each time for these first
few shuffles - and, in fact, this actually is the case. A card in position 1 moves
from position 1 to positions 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 13, 26, and then back to position 1 -
which implies that, after 8 perfect out-shuffles, this card has returned to its original
position.
Out-Shuffling Expanded
Now that a noticeable pattern has come to light, we can then construct equations
to track the path of a card while undergoing perfect out-shuffles. Now, given a
deck of size n, let m = n if n is odd and m = n−1 if n is even. Let the cards begin
in positions numbered 0, 1, ..., m. Then, after k out-shuffles, a card beginning in
position x will now be in the position given by the following function:
f (x) =
{
2kx mod m, 0 ≤ x ≤ m− 1
m, x = m
Expanding off of this, if this maps the positions of a card beginning in an arbitrary
position x, if after k out-shuffles, a card in position x returns to position x, then
all cards have returned to their original positions. We then define the order of a
deck of size n to be the first positive integer k such that
2k ≡ 1 (mod m)
Specifically, k is the fewest number of out-shuffles which returns a deck to its
original order.
Base 2 Decimal Expansion
From our out-shuffling concepts, we can build connections to the base 2 decimal expan-
sions of various fractions. First, we define the binary track to be the sequence of zeros
and ones corresponding to which half of the deck a card is in; formally, suppose a deck of
size n has order k and k shuffles are performed on the deck. Let m = n if n is odd and
m = n− 1 if n is even. The binary track of the card starting in position x is the sequence of
zeros and ones (d1, ..., dk1) where di = 0 if the card is in the “top” half of the deck (position
0 to m12 )before shuffle i and 1 otherwise.
We can consider several different examples to visualize this. Consider this table with
different paths of cards j in a deck of size 52, the binary track of each card, and then the
repeating base 2 decimal expansion of j51, computed with a division algorithm:
Card Path Binary Track Fraction Base 2 Decimal Expansion
1 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 12, 26 00000101 151 .00000101
2 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 13, 26, 1 00001010 251 .00001010
3 3, 6, 12, 24, 48, 45, 39, 27 00001111 351 .0001111
We can see the connection between the path of the card, the binary track of the card, and
the base 2 decimal expansion of a fraction corresponding to the original position of the card
and the deck size. The following is a list of conjectures made about these connections,
which we later showed/developed further:
1. The repeating digits of the base-2 expansion of a fraction xm where x < m and m is odd
are equal to the binary track of a card of position x in a n size deck, where m = n if n
is odd and m = n− 1 if n is even.
2. The set of remainders when performing long division in base 2 is equivalent to the path
a card takes when undergoing out-shuffles.
3. If a deck of size m (where m is odd) has order k, then the number of repeating digits in
the base 2 expansion of xm, where x is the original position of a card in the deck, divides
k.
While these initial observations may seem to be derived from an odd place like shuffling,
these connections actually follow since the path of a card in position x is multiplied by
powers of 2 while it undergoes out-shuffles, which is precisely what happens when we
perform long division in base 2.
Results
Building off of this, we can see that there are multiple ways to find the base 2 decimal
expansion of a fraction. One way is to perform long division, and another method is to use
the binary track. Yet another way involves taking into account our previous definition of
order, where the order k is the first positive integer such that 2k ≡ 1 (mod m).
We can rearrange this thinking to note that, in other terms, k is the first positive integer such
that m divides 2k − 1, or 2k−1m ∈ Z. In fact, this integer, multiplied by x and then written
in base 2 before being multiplied by 2−k is the repeating base 2 decimal expansion of this
fraction xm.
Example
To visualize what we have discussed, let’s consider an example. Suppose we
have a deck of 21 cards, with positions numbered 0, 1, ..., 20, and we want to
see how many out-shuffles it will take to return this deck to its original order.
Since the order of the deck is the first positive integer k such that 2k ≡ 1
(mod 21), or such that 2
k−1
21 ∈ Z, we can immediately rule out all k values less
than 4, since 24 = 16 and below is less than 21 and thus 21 will not divide it
evenly. While 21 does not divide 25 = 32, it does divide 26 = 64. Since 6 is the
first positive integer such that 26 ≡ 1 (mod 21), the order of this deck is thus 6.
Now, in this same deck, let us focus on the card beginning in position 3. If we
want to predict the path of this card, we can multiply it by consecutive powers of
2 (mod 21), and the path will be as follows: 3, 6, 12, 3, ... This means that after
3 out-shuffles, the card in position 3 will return to its original position, from which
it follows that after 6 out-shuffles, it will have again cycled back to its original
position. This corresponds to our above calculation that the order of the deck is
6.
Since the card traveled to positions 3, 6, and 12, the binary track of this card will
then be 001. Transitioning into our base 2 decimal expansion, we can perform
our long division algorithm for 321 in base 2:
3 = 0 · 21 + 3
6 = 0 · 21 + 6
12 = 0 · 21 + 12
24 = 1 · 21 + 3
We stop here because our remainders have repeated and thus our decimal ex-
pansion will repeat. Note that the remainders here, 3, 6, and 12, are equivalent
to the path of the card beginning in position 3. The repeating base 2 decimal
expansion of 321 = .001, which is equivalent to our binary track of card 3.
Another way to compute the base 2 decimal expansion is to take the integer
produced by 2
k−1
m , which in this case is
26−1
21 = 3. Note that then, when con-
sidering the fraction 321, 3 · 3 = 9, and 9 written in base 2 equals 1001. Then
10012 · 2−6 = .001001, which also corresponds to our base 2 decimal .001.
One thing to note with our example of 3 is that 3 is not relatively prime to 21
and thus not a unit - the other cards in its path are also not units (6 and 12). In
this sense, we were actually able to show that units are only in cycles with other
units, and that although some cards may have a cycle length shorter than the
order of the deck, their cycle length must divide the order of the deck.
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